I, the willing customer, will not use the float pool if:
 I have not showered thoroughly and still have oils, cream, and makeup on my body or any kind of hair
products.
 I have had any type of hair color/treatments within the past two weeks.
 I am under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or controlled substances.
 I have a communicable or infectious skin condition, open soars or cuts, or diseases.
 I am diabetic, unless my diabetes is under medical control.
 I have a history of heart trouble, epilepsy, seizures or blackouts and have not received my doctor’s
permission to use the flotation tank
 I am experiencing a heavy menstrual period, vaginal infection or have recently waxed.
 First trimester of pregnancy or high-risk pregnancy.
 I have a condition which may be adversely affected by cutaneous absorption of magnesium.
 I have kidney disease.
 I have a spray tan.
 I may release bodily fluids, voluntarily or involuntarily, into the float pool.
I understand that violation of any of these rules that results in contamination of the float pod water
may result in a cleaning and salt replacement fee of $1,000.
 You must be 18 years or older to use the flotation tank (13-17 with parental presence or written permission).
 Please arrive 15 minutes prior to your scheduled appointment time. If you arrive late your session will end
at the originally scheduled time, so the clients following you are not penalized.
 Every float tank session lasts 60 minutes.
 I will not smoke in the Float room.
 I understand that the Pod has a capacity for one float guest only and a weight limitation of 250 lbs.
 No electronic devices are recommended in float room Salt Spa St Augustine is not responsible for any
damage to items.
 Do not apply any products/ treatments to your hair/ body on the day of your appointment.
 Do not shave shortly before floating.
 Do not eat a big meal or drink caffeine within 2 hours of float appointment.
 Remove jewelry, contact lenses, hair pieces, accessories, Etc. prior to floating.
 Do not place anything free floating in a pool (shower caps, washcloths) as it can damage the engine.
 Do not swallow the pool water. Use provided container to remove it in case ingested.
 Do not add anything to the float tank water or place any products on your body (ie. oils, fragrances,
conditioners, soaps, face mask) as it may cause adverse skin reactions.
 Walk with caution – floor may be slippery.
I am choosing to use the flotation therapy pod of my own free will and will not hold the owner/operator
or Salt Spa Saint Augustine Liable for any injury during a session or while on the premises. Salt Spa Saint
Augustine reserves the right to refuse service to anyone. I have read, understand and agree to all of the
terms and policies listed above. This signed document represents an agreement between Salt Spa Saint
Augustine and signed patron below.
Print Full Name________________________________________________

Signature___________________________________________________ Date_________________________

Parent or Legal Guardian Signature (if under 18 yrs): __________________________________Date__________________

